
JOSEPH SLIFKA CENTER FOR JEWISH LIFE AT YALE  

Blanksteen Curatorial Fellowship at THE JEWISH MUSEUM  
  

Internship Position: Curatorial Intern 

Department: Curatorial Affairs 

Term of Internship: Summer 2016 

Dates: June-August 2016 

Schedule: Full time 

Stipend: $5,000 for 10 weeks 

Summary of Internship: 

We are looking for inspired individuals who would like to join the Curatorial Team of The Jewish Museum and develop their 

knowledge of exhibition research, planning and implementation in a professional, supportive environment. The Museum seeks 

interns who are willing to assist curators with the following scheduled exhibitions:   

Walter Benjamin: The Arcades and Contemporary Art 
March 17 – August 6, 2017 

This upcoming exhibition presents contemporary art and archival materials relating to 

Walter Benjamin’s unfinished magnum opus “The Arcades Project,” one of the 

greatest literary works of cultural criticism of all time. One of the most important 

Jewish philosophers of the twentieth century, Walter Benjamin began the text in 1927 

as a short piece about Paris’s nineteenth-century iron-and-glass vaulted shopping 

passages. The exhibition is a meditation on “The Arcades Project” and its ongoing 

relevance and importance. It foregoes a traditional linear narrative, instead mixing 

archival material and works of contemporary art as a collection of incomplete 

fragments.  

Charlemagne Palestine 
March 17 – August 6, 2017 

Part of a series of focused on contemporary artists, this exhibition is a site-specific 

installation with sound elements by internationally celebrated artist Charlemagne 

Palestine. A musician, composer, performer, and visual artist, Palestine is best known 

for his minimalist and experimental music compositions and fascination with stuffed 

animals, in particular teddy bears, which have become a personal talisman. 

Throughout his career he has drawn inspiration from Jewish sacred music and culture, 

as well as childhood experience and nostalgia. Palestine’s imaginative and lively 

installation at the Museum is an experiment in form, color, multiplicity, and scale 

centering on his extensive collections of plush animals of childhood, specifically the 

teddy bear.  

Florine Stettheimer  
May 5 – September 25, 2017 

This exhibition offers a reconsideration of the painter, designer, and poet, Florine 

Stettheimer (1871-1944). Descended from a wealthy, influential German-Jewish 

family, Florine was one of five siblings born in Rochester, New York. Featuring over 50 

paintings and drawings; a selection of her costume, furniture and interior designs; 

photographs and ephemera; as well as her critically acclaimed poems, the exhibition 

reveals Stettheimer’s singular vision and significant role in American modern art. The 

exhibition also highlights the artist’s distinctly personal style of painting, her position 

at the center of New York’s artistic elite and avant-gardes, and her lasting influence on 

contemporary artists. 



Modigliani 
September 15, 2017 – February 4, 2018 

A selection of drawings, many of which will be seen for the first time, will constitute 

the core of the exhibition, highlighting as they uniquely do the artist’s working 

methods during his formative years in Paris, before his compromised health forced 

him to stop working in stone and he turned his exclusive attention to painting. Along 

with personal correspondence, and other rarely seen ephemera, they will provide an 

unusual consideration of both the artist and his themes, especially that of women. 

Additional works will address the various multi-cultural influences that absorbed the 

young artist during this lesser-known, early period. Such a consideration will further 

illuminate Modigliani’s Italian-Sephardic identity within the foreign ranks of the School 

of Paris.  

Dress Codes: Revealing the Jewish Wardrobe  
November 3, 2017 – March 25, 2018 

Traveling from The Israel Museum, this exhibition opens the doors to the splendid 

array of garments hanging in the Jewish wardrobe and invites viewers to consider 

different facets of the language of clothing. The variety of costume displayed in this 

exhibition is as great as the number of Jewish communities around the globe. In many 

cases, the clothes worn by Jews have been similar or even identical to those worn by 

their non-Jewish neighbors, although at times special features distinguished them from 

the dominant culture. Dating from the 19th and early 20th century, the garments 

provide rare and unique testimony to forms of dress and craft that no longer exist. 

They testify not only to bygone communities, but also to the passion and skill of the 

maker in every culture and to a sense of beauty that still has the power to enthrall.  

The Year 1963: Art in New York and Beyond 

May 4 – September 23, 2018 

The Year 1963 traces this groundbreaking year that began with Robert Rauschenberg’s 

first retrospective, presented at the Jewish Museum, and ended with his prize-winning 

presentations at the Venice Biennial among like-minded New York artists. Working in 

a wide range of subjects, styles, materials, and techniques, Rauschenberg brought real

-world images and objects into the realm of abstract painting and countered 

established divisions between painting and sculpture. The exhibition presents 

Rauschenberg's groundbreaking work along with his mid-century American art 

contemporaries.  

Primary Duties and Responsibilities: 

At the Jewish Museum, the intern will be expected to conduct research, organize visual materials, organize materials for exhibition catalogue 

manuscripts, as well as perform curatorial tasks such as (but not limited to) maintaining checklists and budget logs, working on loan agreements, 

maintaining mailing and invitation lists, and marketing and communications materials.  Library research will be assigned as necessary. The intern 

may be asked to research at off-site, public facilities in New York City, such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art library (Thomas Watson Library) 

the library at MOMA, the New York Public Library, etc.  Upon return to campus in the fall, the intern will work collaboratively to initiate a pro-

gram or project to advance the arts at Slifka Center, such as design an exhibition from concept to reception. 
 

Internship Qualifications: 

Yale B.A. and M.A. candidates in Art History, Museum Studies, or Curatorial Studies who will return to Yale in the fall 

Knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and excellent organizational, research, and communication skills are a must. 
 

The Jewish Museum is an equal opportunity employer.  
Please Send Resume with Cover Letter To: 
Joseph Slifka Center for Jewish Life at Yale 
80 Wall Street | New Haven, CT 06511 
Email: jennifer.wallis@yale.edu 
Fax: 203-432-8690 


